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DUPLICATE-EXTENDED DESKTOP JOB AID 
Classroom and media cart computers have display settings which may be set to Duplicate or Extended mode depending on 

the video cards installed and the presence of more than one monitor.  There are several general configurations:  

 

1. Lectern computer has a standard VGA video 

card and just the monitor and projector. 

a. Set to duplicate display, the 

projected image is the same as the 

monitor 

b. On these computers, there is NO 

option for Extended display 

c. This has been the standard since 

Albion College enhanced 

classrooms 

2. Lectern computer has a dual display video 

card installed and only a single monitor and 

projector 

a. In this configuration, either 

duplicate or extended display may 

be set 

b. A problem can occur if the projector 

and monitor display are reversed 

3. Lectern computer has a dual display video card, two monitors, and the projector. 

a. Most efficient configuration for using PowerPoint’s Presenter or Slide View feature. 

DUPLICATED VS EXTENDED DESKTOP 

Standard 2000 and beyond classrooms with just a computer with one channel video out need no explanation.  What you see 

is what you project. 

 

This is an example of a room where there is a single monitor and the computer has a dual display video card installed. 

 

      
 

 

 

 

  

Dual Monitors in extended desktop 

Single monitor in extended desktop Single monitor in duplicate desktop 
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EXTENDED DESKTOP DISPLAY  

90% of classroom presentation system usage has been PowerPoint presentations. In recent years, the Presenter View in 

PowerPoint has become more and more desired by staff and faculty. Therefore, our newest design for enhanced classrooms 

and presentation spaces includes a dual display video card and a pair of monitors in addition to the projector. 

 

Some of the classrooms and presentation spaces on the Albion College campus have been furnished with computers 

supporting dual displays and will have dual monitors as shown below.  These may be used in EXTENDED or 

DUPLICATED display formats.  There are a few rooms which have computers with dual display capability but only have 

one monitor and the projector.   

How it Works 

    
 

On a dual monitor system, when Windows starts, the Projector View will be blank until you log in and your desktop 

appears. 

 

    
 

In extended mode, applications opened on the Instructor View desktop, will not be visible on the projection screen.  To 

display in the projector, click on the upper blue bar of a window and drag to the display monitor.  It should appear on the 

screen. 
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Maximize the window for full screen display by clicking the center button.  Most video clips have a button to display them 

full screen.  The controls for this are normally in the lower right corner of the video clip thumbnail image. 

 

 

 

Screens Get Reversed 

Occasionally, PowerPoint reverses the Presenter (or Instructor) View and the screen Slide Show image. This is easily 

corrected by starting the slide show and using the Swap Presentation View from the center drop down menu. 

 

 

PANIC MODE 

If this does not correct the condition, contact the Helpdesk at 0479 or Instructional Technology and Media Services at 0962 

or insttech@albion.edu for assistance. Please include the following information: 

 

1. Building and room 

2. Albion College ID tag on the computer 

3. Are you in a live class session? 

4. If you have a plan B, please begin using it 

5. We will attempt to remotely solve the problem or send a representative over 

mailto:insttech@albion.edu

